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The Finger of Fate

We are not aware

Of the finger of fate

Drawing the line of our future.

Pushing some people on.

And others out of our way.

Simple words may cause an explosion,

A drastic reversal of events

Which lead us faster ahead.

Or astray.

What caused this?

When are we the makers

Of our future and fate?

When was the change decided.

Why and by whom?

When were we pushed Into

Or out of the way and the life

Of others, and why?



Silence Between Old Friends

What else?

What else, they wonder

And panic in confusion.

They seem to have forgotten

How good and true

The silence between friends can be.

They rack their brains and memory

For the old refrain

Of a long-forgotten symphony.

They move their feet

In an unspoken need.

They should have known though

By this time

That their thoughts

Need not to be expressed in words.

Neither do mine.



Contact

We met again and said

So many things of which

Some were not meant and

Maybe better had

Been left unsaid.

But

We met again and said.

Just as before.

Words which made happy.

Words which made sore.

We were forgiving.

Sometimes accusing, we charged.

We teased, slightly ironic.

We thought, very amusing.

We intertwined vain words

Betwixt and between

The few simple words

Which we really did mean.

However, if we guarded words

And spoke only in honesty.

How lonesome our life

And how silent our world would be.

And, is it not regardless

Of vain words which are said.

But just because of them that friends

And friendships are made?



The Perfect Love

The perfect love.

The love between you and me
Is a holy bond

Untouched

And never named.

We need no sign.

No v/ord outspoken.

We know we are

Loved,

Beloved,

The love between us

Must remain

A secret abstract thing.

Far from worldly vows and duties.

Secret joy in mind's unity

Independent of togetherness.

No constant sharing
Of Life's experiences.

Seemingly

Nothing is ours

But

It is the nothingness
Of freedom.

To come and go, sensing
To be always welcome

And love

And be loved.



Self

The space of self

Is greater than we are.

We hardly know or guess our value.

Innumerable virtues are waiting

To be discovered and developed.

But

Under that trustful rock

Which we call a noble personality

Are dark vices hidden.

The space of self is great

And deep and full of mystery.
Some take one look inside

And say, "I know myself."

Others wander in and out

Forever wondering silently

About new discovered

Virtues and vices

In the space of self:

Its Infinity.



The Ultimate Moment

Death's final hour is

Like the silence

Of a snow filled sky

The night before Christmas.







The Failiure

My neighbour's faith and failure

Are visible to the whole laughing world.
The huge boat which for many years

He has been building stands

Unfinished in his front yard.

His children play carelessly with his tools

And draw ridiculous pictures on his plans.

During the day when he is not there

They undo his work of the previous night.

His kinfolk joke at his tales of adventure

Which he, bigheartedly, promises to share

With them when the boat is finished.

His neighbours to right and left

Shake their heads

And call it damn foolishness

A gross waste of time and money.

They whisper behind cupped hands,

"If he only would make a small boat

To paddle down streams, then

We would have helped him,

But this is too large for him and us."

Though he, with his big and foolish heart

Made space for all, even for donkeys
And monkeys who teased and hindered him.

Undisturbed, he has hammered away

Evening after evening alone.

The passerby snickers,

"He'll never leave this shore."

But he, with hands working Ineptly,

Sends his mind far out to the sea.

Reaching farther and ever farther shores

To return each night with richer dreams.
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Secret

What was there between us, my love?

Some evenings together enjoyed.

Words heavy with meaning.

Spoken in vain to the crowd.

Which were only meant for me.

What was there between us, my love?

A playful kiss on my ear or hair

Amidst everyone who watched laughingly;

It was a mere nothing to all of them.

And yet so great a gift to you and me.

What was there between us, my love?

Some songs which we all sang together.

Our meeting in a narrow, sun-drenched street

With thousands of windows looking down on

us.

Yes, that, my love, was all between you and

me.



Do W^e Have a Right?

Do we have a right

To ask the reason.

The why and how

Of their failure?

To add humiliation

To frustration.

Do we have that right?

When and why ?

Do we have a right

To demand an explanation.

To add our hidden accusation

To their exasperation.

And deepen their desperation?

Who gave us that right?

When and why?
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Life

Life is a gamble

We all stake our chips.

Some play eagerly, ambitiously

Throwing their stakes in

With a light-hearted laugh.

While others hold on.

Holding tight to their bag.

They walk around and around

Watching and wondering

What would be in the game
For them

If and when

They would stake their chips.

They count and caution

Those who are up, or out.

And they count the latter twice.

They walk on, still holding their bag.

They haven't noticed yet

That the game has ended for them.

And that whatever they had to gamble.

Has lost its value.
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W^aiting

We have been waiting

For so many things

In life.

A letter or a call

Which we expected

But never came about.

We have been waiting

Far too often

And far too long

For many things

Which sometimes we forgot

While waiting.

We waited all our life

For things which were in vain

As seen in retrospect

Only our expectations

For tomorrow and next week

Seem worthwhile waiting for,

Therefore we wait

And wait . . . and wait.
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Realization

The sky

A moody gray.

The feet in snow<overed street.

The mind in turmoil.

Questioning the Why and Whom
In an urgency to know.

The silence of snow muffles worldly sounds,

The unimportant questions.

The mind soars out into eternity.

The clouded sky breaks.

Mind looks in space and meets eternity.

One atom of time it is One with time

And the Unity which is That or Thou,

Which was and is

And will be forever.

The wisened mind

Aged by the eons

In the millionth of a second

Returns to earthly life

Dazzled by too great a knowing
And will never be young again.
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Old Friendship

The silence between us

Is heavier than the silence of the night

Between two wasted days, for

There is no longer sharing between us.

I don't know any more about your joys.

And I suffer my agonies alone.

The coat of tradition which cloaked

Our friendship in the past, has lost

Its colours and is faded.

At times it was a burden, boring to bear.

We have often been tempted

To throw it off.

Before

But time and again, we were both aware

Of one another's need and the

Sentimental feeling for this coat.

In such moments

We gather with pretended good cheer

The same old coat, and wrap it

Tight around one another, to cover up
For one another, our bareness.

And we tuck it with pretended cheer

And a little of the old tenderness

Around one another's neck.
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'Zero Hour

Today Is as the waitingroom

Of a disconnected small station

Where no longer the trains stop.

Unless

There is an accident.

Or a miracle . . .

Did I see you pray.

And watch the changing

Of the signal light? . . .
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Finality

The log in the fire

Burning the memories and regrets

But the flames

Are shining on the first page

Of the book of new hope.
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Temptation

A gentle hand on my shoulder

And a voice whispering

In my hair.

Is this

The sign benign.

For which I waited.

Is this . . .
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Haiku

We in the epiloque

Of our own failures

Are speechless.

Haiku

We like to think of our life

As an entirety, a well rounded whole.

And hardly notice that it only was

... a hole . . .
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Pall

The world ablaze

With colour, gold

And red the leaves.

The soil so warm

With leaves and mould.

The sky

A sparkling hue of blue.

The silver sun is shining.

The air still warm

And loaded with unspent energy.

And yet, and yet.

It is fall.

My garden, though

There are many flowers yet.

Seems like a slept-in bed.

The bending flowers.

Bleary-eyed, seem to cry,

"Please let us die."
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Lost AmaHion

The talk

Of love and faith.

Of everlasting friendship

And devotion to their work

And their ambition has subsided

Long, long ago.

They seem undecided.

There is a strange silence

Among them.

They don't remember

Why they started out

Nor when.

They don't recall what once

They had an urge to proclaim.

Their duty, their aim,

Even their rights.

Everything seems to have shifted

From their sight.

Life seems to slide

From their hands, slowly, ever so slowly.

Not because they are old.

With aims too heavy for them to hold.

But

Simply because they are bored.
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Purpose

Men need a new purpose

In this age of chrome and stainless steel.

Of assembly line motivation

With the hit tunes to boost the morale

And to speed up the production.

The blary songs have no meaning

Or don't stay long enough

To v/arm their hearts.

There seems no end to the long, hot road.

No one remembers where they have come
from.

Nor why they went on their way.

They all sleepwalk with wide open eyes

In the senseless race into the unknown.

Their minds don't have an urge

Of their own, nor a purpose.

Their hearts are hungry
For a brave, new song.
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Letter from Home

It bears no importance

Nor exciting news, though

It travelled thousands of miles

To relate small matters.

"The red roses which you planted

Are all in bloom" and

Other things, which I knew and know.

But it brightens my day, this letter.

For It is written

By the same kind hand

Which cradled and fondled me.

Praised and punished me.

And even now.

Draws me closer

With every written word

And a hundred thousand

Unwritten ones within.
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JMarks Everlasting

They have been here.

Your beloved ones.

Which I knew and know.

They have been here,

O, yes, 1 know.

In your cupboard hovers

The scent of roses and

A hint of orange blossoms but

The marks of heavy heels

Are scratched everlastingly

In your polished floor,

I can trace them

Coming from door to window

And follow them

Out to the door.
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The very first smile.

Your eyes opened drowsily

Of life unaware.

Your glance wandered

In wondernnent

From nny big hand

To your tiny one.

Your eyes followed

With curiosity

The movements of my hand

The fondling of my fingers.

Slowly your eyes travelled up

The line of my inviting arm

And came to rest upon my shoulder.

Higher your eyes focused

Upon my neck and chin

Then concentrated pensively

Upon my whispering mouth.

Without emotion your eyes

Followed the line of my nose

But when your eyes met mine

A spark of joyful recognition

Flashed from soul to soul.

You smiled!

My soul rocketed up unto eternity

And saw It's Creator at work.
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Reincarnation

Of whom in what

And nnaybe what in whom,

Or, this is that.

Maybe it is, this for that.

We in that

Or, you alone

Why not, two in one

Instead of, one in one.

Why not, three

Or even four in one.

You may be me

Someday, or maybe
I was once you.

And you may have been

My son or father

And I your daughter.

Your mother.

What do we know

About this, you who are

No more, or are you?

What do you know?
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Ine Clean W^orld

I watch them

Uprooting bush and plants

For the sake of mice and h*ce.

Those which refused to die

Are forcefully rooted out

With axes and with shares.

No one cares.

They all have to go

To make place for a sterile void

Without mice and lice

But where no scented rose

Will take roots

And no bird

Is invited to sing

Next spring.
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GoJ

God is in the wind

Which crosses the desert

And carries the birds and the bees.

God is in the wind

Which crosses the ocean

And gives the fishes speed.

God is in the wind

Which rushes the plants

And makes the harvest grow.

God is in the wind

Which pushes my back

Or makes my proud head bow.

God is in the wind

Which crosses the plains.

Which shakes and bends the trees.

God is in the wind

Which brings us pain

And often down on our knees.

God is in the wind

Which crosses between us

And makes our hearts grow fond.

God is in the wind

Which reaches us forever

To hold us in His bond.
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Some Day

We will be

Destroyed, some day.

Not by bombs.

Or by dreadful disease.

But we will be destroyed

By our greed.

Our urge for more ease.

Our craving for culture

And our cult for beauty and health

In which there is no more place

For the trusting hand of a child.
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The Message

Some

Keep you spellbound

By a tale of a hundred thousand words

Others keep you on the edge
Of your chair in suspense.

Others take you leisurely

On long walks in to the woods,
Their words are music

They sing of joy

Their rhythm are fascinating

And keep you dancing.

They all can take their time

Drawing colorful pictures

Before your wide open eyes
While stealing your soul.

But I

Sitting on your roof

Mending the leaks

Of which you were not even aware

I shout my warning in vain,

What hope do I have

To draw your attention?

What chances that you'll hear

And understand my cry
When I fall past your window
Which you keep closed

And you not even looking
What chance have I

That you'll understand

This message which was meant

Only for you?
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Earthhound

I stood on my balcony
Filled with misery,
Rebellious and angry with the world
Which had treated me badly that very day.

Staring up at the sky for an answer
I saw a white flake sent from heaven.
Followed by another.
Yet another, many of them.

Light as feathers they twirled and turned
On their flight from heaven to earth.

They landed on my face.
And on my outstretched hands.
Others In gardens, streets.

And far away lands and hills.

As far as I could see.

And I could see far, or so I thought then.

When I looked up in the falling snow
A great calmness grew in me.
And I felt lifted up in the sky.

Travelling and being part of eternity.
Peace was in and around me.
Flowing in me and through me.
A mighty joy grew in my heart, and
I felt like singing a happy song.
I wished I could be like this forever

And ever and ever but

Suddenly the sky broke.

The Lord Himself
With one move with His mighty arm
Had pushed away the clouds
Till the sun shone brightly
On the silvery snow
Which had piled up high
In the world around me.
His almighty face stood stern.
When His voice rang out
Into my timid soul.
And His hand pointed angrily,
"Take your snow shovel

And clean your sidewalk."
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c,ourage

is it courage

When we face the danger

Of a crisis

And decide in a flash an action

Which nnight have meant our end?

Can this be only a reflex.

An inwardly urged automation

Or self preservation?

Is it courage

When we choose hardship

And seek danger

Rather than the slothful quiet

Of security, or is it

Lack of self-confidence

And spineless stupidity?

Is it courage

When we endure dreary days

Of drudgery serenely?

Or is it a matter of seeking the harmony
Found in acceptance of fate and destiny?
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AT.antes

Names for things.

Things for names, you.

Me, and the things we think.

Each thing we do has names.

Your names are not the same as mine

Nor theirs; your green

Is not mine; your red

Another red than their red.

Names in profusion

To cause more confusion.

Right names are wrong
And wrong ones are right

If you say them at the right

Occasion or with the right

Intonation, wrong can be right.

We, who do not know,

We wonder and warble

In the old, forgotten words.

We give them a value

In which the others

No longer believe.
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Worl

Are the atoms of thoughts;

Thoughts

Are the atoms of deeds;

Deeds

Are the atoms of creation;

Creation

Is the hand of God

Writing the history

Of the universe.
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Tiramp

Tramping the roads

From here to eternity.

Without wealth or worry.

No diets to keep but those

Which you have to

On account of your starvation.

Obligation to no one.

No envy.

No vengeance.

No policy

But the one which you have set yourself.

Never to be committed.

To no one.

The sky is your limit, and the sky

All yours to behold.

More than anyone else's.

The life you live is

Yours alone. No acquisitions

Through obligations, no frustrations.

But freedom to come and go

Where and when ever you like.

To stay as you want to stay,

Even though there is no one who invited you.

But you do not know

The joy of one soul

Eagerly waiting your coming.
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Honesty

We say.

When we speak

Without restriction our thoughts.

That It Is a virtue to be honesty

That It is a privilege our friends deserve.

That we owe it to them.

But,

Might not honesty be

A smothered cry

Of resentment

From far away In the past.

Delayed in its outburst.

Waiting to lash out

For the moment when

We can give it the true ring

And the noble quality

Of honesty?
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They Said

\\

They said :

Some seeds fell on the rocks.

And spoke in scorn,

And on the road, they said.

And in between

The inhospitable thorns.

And some they had seen

Had fallen on the very road

Where nothing ever grew.

They praised high

The rich and open soil

Which tended to the growing seed

Which grew, and grew, and grew.

But He,

Who made the seeds to grow.

He surely must have known

Of thorns and rocks, and even roads.

Where seeds are sown in vain.

He must have known their pain.

Trying to grow in vain.
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Autumn

Dry leaves swept over the wall

From the apple tree In my neighbour's garden
To my clean and well-designed patio.

The last wave of a summer past.

Its tender blossoms

And harvests of rich fruit

Were the joys of my neighbour.
To me only these useless dry leaves

Swept over the old worn wall.

They whirled on wild winds

Into my protected corners.

They raced In circles crumbling finally

On the rough mosaic of my side of the wall.

They bothered me.

They were too few to make compost
For the exotic plants in my room.
Yet too many to leave lingering.

Dancing teasingly before my window.
Where they would remind me constantly
With ghostlike whispers

Day and night of past beauty
And of fertility and exciting things
Which had happened behind my wall.

One morning
I gathered the last ragged stragglers
And burned them in my fancy barbeque
To roast my chis que ba.

Alas!

Their very smoke was bittersweet.

Leaving a taste of tears in my mouth.
Which spoiled my Thanksgiving dinner.
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Hiome

Home is

Warmth and welcome

Gentle harmony one day

And sulking discontent the next.

Home is

Love and laughter

Unknown kindly deeds

Filling unspoken needs.

Home is

Surprises and perplexities

Where one meet wise

And weary smiles for wounding words

And foolish deeds.

Home is

Where smells and colors speak

A language sung or spoken

By those who live there

Or shared by a favored guest.

Home is

Where your foibles and fancies

Are ridiculed, but relished and related

Later in your absence

Over the backfence.

I
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sorrow

The child between them

Has become a lifeless stranger

Who looks away from them into eternity.

He who grew from their unison

Is no more.

Immense is their sorrow

Too large to bear alone

Yet solitarily

They return to their disharmonious home.

Empty handed and hearts

Stripped of Love's warm comfort

No feeling for anyone.

They are presiding over their own grief.

Suffering each his own suffering

Without thoughts for the other

Each claims the greater right to suffer

And almost resent the other

For claiming the same loss.

They pile upon their suffering

More sorrow

And create their private hell.

And yet,

If they had turned to the other

With mercy and sympathy

Accepting humbly that the other might
Be suffering more and deeper.
Their own hearts would be comforted

By their own mercy

They would unite, and once again
Meet in the heaven of love

Where all creation starts

And their loss would become their gain.
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To the Eskimo

The unsullied snow

From which you used

To build your home

Has been smudged and soiled

By the soot of our gasoline;

Of the oils leaking

From the motors

Which will drive you out

Of your own era

Into ours.

Do you agree?

With our speed?

Are we

The road for which you were looking?

That one road which would lead you

In to your paradise?

Are we?
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Word^

Words string

Strings of words

Without meaning between

You and me, and all the others.

Going nowhere, meaning nothing

They are going on and on and on

And going, going, going.

Whispering, scowling, roaring.

Moaning and

Scrawled on the doors.

Walls, windows and

The paintless fences

Which do belong to no one.

Not even to him, or them,

You nor me.

Yet they are affecting us.

Tearing at our lives.

Tearing at our hands.

Tramping on our feet.

Hanging on to our legs,

Stopping us from going.

Going anywhere.

Words

Words without strings

Yet holding us in place

A place which is no one's

But our very own.
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Rapport

If I could speak in colours, my talk would be

As rich and gay

As a wild flower's spray in May.

And in between the green and blossoms

Of the tenderest pink

I would tuck the mauves of fond

remembering.

There might even be, here and there,

A catch in my voice, with the hues

Of the lighter and darker blues.

But the great scarlet flower

With the mourning heart.

These, too, I would add.

I would hide a few secrets

Of the heart's gnawing pain

Between thyme and rich golden rain.

I would bury

Forgiven sins and regrets

In the velvet of deep brown russets.

With singing words

And abundant colours, I would play

Sweet and gay as a sunny day in May

Yet, speaking to you

I would wait and while

For your wordless wise and reassuring smile.
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^e die a little

This letter trailed in

To inform me of the fact

That what once seemed

A friendship everlasting

Is no longer intact.

This letter

A cold formality

Shows your withdrawing personality

And marked me as a stranger.

That is why
I weep and cry

For to lose the loving heart

Of a noble friend in life

Is in a way
A little to die.
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ove to the young

Love of the young

Is sparkling gay

Joyful and boisterious

Sometimes demanding,

Hilarious in mood

Exciting in experience

With flaming emotions,

But utter despair

When the love has died.

In mature age, love

Is lightly and brightly

Simply expressed in kindly deeds,

Alv/ays regarding

Always considering

Forever favoring

The other in his needs.

Quick to forgive

Unreasonable emotions.

For one knows by this time

That time will overcome it all.

For though even an old heart may suffer.

An old love will no more die.
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Growth

When

I was a child

I was often saved

By the fairy tales of my dreams, just like you

I believed that there were such things

And that miracles could, and would happen

Some day. Even to you and me,

In those days, anything we thought, could be.

Now

We are told

We are wise and old

We smile knowingly about dreams.

And those childish sweet fairy tales.

And of course, I share your doubts for

miracles,

"Since they never hapjDened, ever.

To you nor me, they cannot be."

But

In the dark of night

i am a child again.

And hurry once again in colourful dreams

Of my own making, in which

I believe very strongly

For they have to support me

Through the last of my days.

They have to be.
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what do we know?

We only see their frown

And hear their scowl.

We do not know

How gentle their voices grow
In the dark

Nor do we see

The silent message

In their glance

As may seem

Caught by chance.

The secrets of their intimacy

Their shared joys and pain

We only see their strain.

And hear the tired refrain

Of their long live song

Which's words and meaning are

Only for the beloved one.

We only see their frown

And hear their scowl.

They are not aware

Of those who stare and dare

To judge them.
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The Emigrant

They walk or rather wheel

With speed into the Promised Land

Of their own choosing.

The shackles of tradition

They have willfully broken

And carelessly left on the other shore.

Here they are, free men they dream

Of never known equality.

They feel one with the vast expanse

Of their new-found country, and rejoice.

The power of their master flows in their

veins.

Their feet have wings, as those

Of children released from school for a holiday

Their one time drag becomes a stride,

Their stride a zealous run.

They tackle any job, anything

That their new master wants them to do

They do, and do it with a new zeal

Hoping to settle their position.

Forming a new and glamorous status.

And starting their own and noble tradition.

Though they cursed their old shackles

They feel bare without them.
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Can that bi

Talk of war

And of destruction

All too clever construction

Of the demolition of a race

A country

Even a whole continent.

Why?

Can there be

A honest reason

Or is it a gross delusion

That their fight

Is always just and right?

Or

Can it be

That dilapidation

In the mind of a nation which

Caused obliteration

Of noble thoughts and ideals

That the

Disintegration and annihilation

Are part of discreation

By

Destination?

Can that be?
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Disharmony

Our conversation

has a strange rhythm

and a yet stranger melody

with a sound no longer pleasing to the ear,

it is lacking harmony,

there is no longer hearts communion

and mental fusion

of your mind and mine.

We have lost our harmony

By a broken line.

We are out of time.
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